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there is not much difference

the one who has light acts through light

the one who has mind acts through mind

the actions have a different quality

you act through mind and illusion 

and the whole world is your enemy

you are using the mind

this sense of perceiving the world through this instrument the body

you are using some instrument to perceive the world and its reality

you are using your eyes and your five senses to sense the world

but this mind is not an instrument to see the truth

because truth is not matter…it is light…

it is not something present but absent…

in fact the other day i was saying

that whatsoever you are seeing you are blind

because your right eye is connected to your left brain

and the left side is connected to the right brain

in a way you are seeing cross eyed…

you are not seeing the world straightforward

that is why you are seeing matter

you need two intersecting points to see the dot…

have you seen a camera ?

just more and more pixels…more and more pixels

all these pixels put together…all these dots put together

become the perception of objects

your eyes are seeing criss cross…

and each thing it sees in criss cross

like a scanner it sees images

and you understand that to be the object

you are not looking at reality directly

that is why it needs to be called the other eye…the third eye

as far as the mystic is concerned there is no difference whatsoever

just a difference in knowing and the depth of clarity

the mirror is simply a mirror

if you do not know that there is a mirror

you cannot go and see your face in the mirror

you can have a mirror in your room and turn off the light

and you say i cannot see my face in the mirror

this is the difference…

in the room of the mystic there is light

he can see the face in the mirror

for the ordinary man there is no light in his room 

but the mirror is there

turn on the light and see your face

that is the difference…

but the mirror is there in either case

both the rooms have the mirror

one can see and one cannot see

as far as i know that is the only difference

i will give you one little hint

before this light entered me

when i used to go to sleep at night i just closed my eyes…

everything became dark and i fell into sleep

now when i fall asleep

everything becomes blue light in my head

and i sleep in a nice temple…a blue room

that is the only difference

and i do not let out secrets very quickly

because it just becomes part of knowledge

the light within the mystic never goes to sleep

but that blue light is so restful

that even in the dark night one can see
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